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Welcome! 
To Optimal Speech Pathology’s latest summer edition! You can read all about us and what we 
have been up to this year in 2016. There is plenty to read so dig in and enjoy! 
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Swallowing Inservices 

Inservices on the management of 
swallowing disorders in aged care have 
continued to attract great interest this 
year.  

One of our clinicians Louise Barnes has 
recently presented to responsive 
audiences at aged care facilities including 
BUPA Baulkham Hills, The Poplars and 
Southern Cross Nordby. She has even 
managed to lure doctors into joining the 
group, along with nurses, aged care 
workers and kitchen staff, who have been surprised to hear that 40 to 50% 
of residents in aged care facilities have some degree of swallowing 
difficulty.  

They welcomed information on what foods are easier to swallow and how 
diets could be modified while still remaining tasty. Participants were especially interested in 
learning what to do if someone is coughing or choking and look forward to our second inservice in 
the series, which is specifically tailored to swallowing issues in dementia.    

The OSP Team provide additional services on communication in residential facilities, with a focus 
on creating supportive communication environments for people with dementia. 

 

Back to University 

Our OSP Team are incredibly dedicated to accessing current 
research and integrating latest evidence into our clinical 
practice. 

This year our team have attended interest groups, workshops 
and conferences in the areas of adolescent language, literacy, 
semantic treatments in aphasia, progressive aphasia and 
bilingualism.     

Sharing many conversations with people with aphasia will be 
put to good use as our profession strives to address the long 
term consequences of communication problems after stroke. 
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Louise Barnes with 
staff from BUPA 
Baulkham Hills.
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And in the coming year our Media guru Laman Yusufova is heading back 
to university to commence her University of Sydney Masters of Speech 
Language Pathology- we wish her well in her studies! 

Tele practice and PD 

This year we’ve stopped talking 
about tele-practice – because we 
are too busy doing it!    Our team is 
spread far and wide so we have 
introduced more tele-meetings to make sure that our few-
and-far-between catch ups are strictly for fun.    The 
evidence base behind telehealth in Speech Pathology is 
consolidating and one area of practice that has very 
compelling results is the use of telepractice in Parkinson’s 
Disease.  

Constantinescu, Theodoros, Russell, Ward et al (2010, 
2011) first established the efficacy of both remote 
assessment (with 64 people with Parkinson’s assessed 
simultaneously face to face and online, using customised 
software for accurate instrumental measures over the 

internet (eHab).    Perceptual and instrumental results in both conditions 
were comparable.   

They proceeded with an RCT involving 34 subjects randomly assigned to face to face or online 
delivery of LSVT®LOUD, and found benefits in online service delivery for mild-moderate PD.   

A further RCT from the group (in press) compared face to face and tele service delivery for 
metropolitan clients, and tele service deliver for non-metropolitan participants.   Clinical and 
Quality of Life measures were comparable in all 
conditions, including regional clients receiving services 
via a customised telehealth platform.     

In 2014 Edwards et al developed “eLoud and Proud” a 
small Telehealth group intervention for maintenance of 
skills post LSVT®LOUD.  Loudness gains were 
maintained at three months follow up for reading (but 
not conversation), and some individual pitch gains 
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were also sustained.   

This has been great news for our regional clients who we now treat in the comfort of their own 
homes - of course they must be so sad to miss out on the joys of Sydney traffic!!  

For more information you can find it here in our Spring Telepractice and PD Newsletter!


OSP is NDIS ready 

This year NDIS rolled out across NSW and this meant Norma Hart our book keeper (and saviour) 
had to get us NDIS ready.   

Norma has toiled away navigating the maze of portals and registrations and provider manuals 
and in October our first client transitioned to NDIS.     

We can only imagine what it must have felt like 
for this 54 year old fellow who has lived a life 
with complex disabilities to have moved into 
supported accommodation and be asked what his 
priorities for the future might include.   

Yes it has been an arduous process but we just 
love a scheme that puts client goals right at the 
centre of services.   Clients that have previously 
fallen between service gaps are now able to be 
seen and we can’t wait to be part of their teams.  


On the Road with our OSP Mobile Team 

Despite the advances in telehealth and virtual-world therapy, there are some clients who really 
benefit from treatment in the real world.    

Our OSP client group come from diverse cultural, linguistic and employment backgrounds and 
good therapy is often delivered in their own environments using communication experiences that 
are relevant to them.     

A little side perk of our job is that we get to come up close and personal with some fascinating 
work environments.   This year has seen us dabble in a bit of aquariums, accounting, engineering 
and entomology.  It’s not all fun and games though –  if you thought  ‘axolotl’ was a bit of a 
mouthful try saying ‘Helicoverpa armigera’ three times quickly!  
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http://optimalsp.com.au/news/newsletters/
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OSP Heroes: Amy Jennings 
Meet Amy. We think she is someone who has done something above and 
beyond in her recovery! 

1.        WHEN DID YOU HAVE YOUR STROKE? 
I had my stroke in September 2013 when I was 32. I was an accountant 
and was getting ready for work at the time of my stroke. I had an 
arteriovenous malformation (AVM) which caused a bleed on the brain. I 
was born with the AVM but I never knew I had it until tests discovered it 
following my haemorrhage. The AVM meant I was about a 3% chance of 
having a stroke each year. 

2.        CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE DIFFICULTY YOU HAVE HAD WITH YOUR 
SPEECH? 

Yes it is very frustrating. The words are in my brain, I just struggle to get them out. Imagine my 
brain is a filing cabinet, but the words are just scattered around in the cabinet not neatly filed so I 
have to search for them (I need a secretary in there!). After my stroke I had no speech whatsoever. 
With a lot of hard work I have gradually built it back up to where I am now.  

3.       THIS YEAR YOU TOOK ON MANY NEW 
CHALLENGES BUT ONE OF THEM INVOLVED GIVING 
A PRESENTATION AT THE APHASIA NSW ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE.  

WHAT DID YOU TALK ABOUT? 
I like a challenge. 

At the NSW Aphasia Conference this year I spoke about 
doing telehealth, which is essentially doing speech 
therapy via skype. I live in the country so I have done a lot 
of speech therapy this way and I have found it to work really well for me. 
My presentation also covered having university students assist me with my 
speech exercises. I have also done this via skype and it relieves the burden of speech practice on 
my husband so we can focus on other therapy, such as arm exercises. 

4.       AND HOW DID THE PRESENTATION GO?  
It went pretty well. I presented part and my husband did part of it as well. I wasn't nervous as I 
knew everyone there had a good understanding about aphasia. It’s all about sharing our 
experiences.  

5.       IF YOU COULD TALK TO SOMEONE WHO HAS JUST HAD A STROKE AND IS IN THE 
EARLY PHASES OF LIVING WITH APHASIA, WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE THEM?  

It is important you understand the condition. Unfortunately this didn't really happen too well for 
me in the hospital system.  
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Amy Jennings with her 
husband

Our director Colleen 
Kerr with Amy
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It is very important to do as much therapy and practice as you 
can. In the early days following your stroke that is the best 
opportunity for improvement so it is important to make the 
most of it. It is important to converse with people as much as 
you can, even if it is difficult. Unfortunately its harder to get 
better if you are not talking. 

Also I suggest seeking out those who have had similar 
experiences to what you are going through. There is so much information you and your carer need 
to know. 

6.       ARE THERE ANY NEW PROJECTS UNDERWAY IN 2017? 
My mission is to be a stroke and aphasia ambassador. I want to spread the word about stroke and 
aphasia into the community. 

I want to volunteer in hospitals so I can help those that are perhaps having the challenges I was 
having a few years ago.  

I'd also like to get involved with other people who suffer aphasia and do speech practice with 
them. I would ultimately like to work in the speech therapy industry, but I need to continue 
improving myself so I can help others. 

MND presentation ANCIG 2015 

Sally Pittendrigh, one of our many talented speech pathologists, talked 
about the treatment options for MND, the role of the speech 
pathologist in regards to MND; including aiding in management of 
swallowing, communication and secretion. 

In regards to swallowing or dysphagia Sally discussed how different 
behavioural features such as time, fatigue, appetite etc. affect the 
management of dysphagia as well as the intervention that can be used 
to help, such as changing the texture and size. 

Managing speech can be difficult as complete recovery is unlikely and 
so compensatory strategies and energy conservation strategies need to 
employed.  

Alternative communication heavily relies on the use of technology- Sally 
discusses speech generating devices, voice banking, amplification, eye 
gaze technology and other forms of alternative communication. 

Her presentation can be found here 
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“IT’S ALL ABOUT 
SHARING OUR 
EXPERIENCES”

Sally Pittendrigh
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Saying goodbye! 

Sad to finish up the year by saying farewell to the 
very talented Janine Mullay.  Janine has been 
looking after OSP community and aged care clients 
in the Hills district for many years and she will be 
greatly missed.  Lucky for us that Speech Pathology 
is a small world- we’re bound to bump into Janine 
again soon!   

That’s all from us here at Optimal 
Speech Pathology for 2016!  

Our OSP team love the work we do - but we couldn't do it without the support of clients, 
colleagues, and of course our fabulous families.  From all of the OSP team have a safe and happy 
Christmas.   

Colleen, Alison, Tegan, Annie, Louise, Sally, Janine, Norma, 
Jodie and Laman .   

MERRY XMAS EVERYONE  
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CONTACT US 
Website: optimalsp.com.au 

Phone: 0403 903 822 

Email: 
info@optimalsp.com.au 

Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/
OptimalSpeechPathology 

Twitter: @OptimalSP

Left to right: Janine, 
Louise, Colleen, Sally, 

Norma and Alison


